
Hawaa’ Photography Studio
Khaniqin, Jalawla, Saadia 

Problem/Challenge 
- Marginalized women and survivors of violence
  and those who have been subjected to
  psychological pressures that have kept them
  away from society due to the effects
  of displacement. 

Solution
- Work on training women photographers on
  photography, editing, montage, recording and
  women arrangement. These trained women will
  then have their own studio and equipment.
  The Social Enterprise will work on integrating
  women into the industry of photography and will
  give women in these cities the ability to document
  their events and their happy moments in a way
  that is safe. 

ORGANIZATION: WAHO
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SitePoint 
Anbar 

Problem/Challenge 
- The majority of non-governmental organizations and
  volunteer teams in Anbar do not have funding due to
  their lack of expertise and skills in coordination and
  cooperation with donors and lack of dedicated halls
  for their activities.

Solution
- The enterprise will create a cultural center that will
  be an available space to be used for training and the
  development of the city of Anbar. It will be a station
  and a space to link NGOs, volunteer teams, and university
  students and graduates.

ORGANIZATION: TILY
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Taxi Aman
Tikrit 

Problem/Challenge 
- many women are subjected to great pressure during
  the commuting process to incidents of sexual
  harassment in addition to their social problems
  related to domestic violence and discrimination
  on the basis of sex, whether at work or even in
  the simplest things within their societies.

Solution
- The Social Enterprise provides a woman driven taxi
  for the ladies of Tikrit. Not just that, Safety Taxi will
  provide GBV training to their drivers to raise a and
  a hot line for their passengers if they needed to report
  something.  

ORGANIZATION: JCI 
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Lady Café for Women
Kirkuk

Problem/Challenge 
- Women with special needs who have no means of
  daily income and are being bullied by society. 
- There is no safe place for women to
  avoid harassment.

Solution
- Lady Café is a women café that would be
  established in the city of Kirkuk. As a social
  enterprise, this café will offer a place for women
  to go out, engage with one another without worrying
  about being harassed. The enterprise will also provide
  employment to women of special needs after providing
  them with training. 

ORGANIZATION: KRA 
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Homemade  
Hiit – Anbar

Problem/Challenge 
- In small cities, suburbs and villages, the idea of
  women’s work was almost non-existent for
  non-graduates and employees of government
  institutions. 
- there is not enough production to meet the
  requirements and desires of the people of the city
  from the food industry for local products. 

Solution
- Homemade social enterprise will work on
  employing women in the city to produce local food
  products in the city. The project will serve the society
  for providing consumables that are economically
  convenient, employ women and would also use profit to
  expand and support orphanages in the city. 

ORGANIZATION: SSORD
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